
 

IT Support for Return to Work 

College IT support staff maintain an on-sight presence throughout the Covid-19 pandemic to support 
essential workers on campus.  As restrictions are lifted, more technicians are slowly returning to campus 
as they transition from remote to local support.  We expect to have the full crew by summer’s end.  We 
will minimize in-person support calls by utilizing remote access tools where possible.  

  

Q: How do I get technical assistance when I return to work? 

A: Continue to email service requests to cassuppt@mailbox.sc.edu for support (your department may 
have a unique address).  The College has several IT techs on campus, plus others working from home 
monitoring this account. You may also contact the DoIT Service Desk at 803-777-1800 or enter a service 
ticket at ServiceNow for issues with account expiration and password lockout. 

 

Q:  Will the computing labs be open? 

A:  There are no plans to open the instructional computing labs during the summer.  We will open all 
labs for the fall semester in coordination with university guidelines for social distancing.  Remote control 
software is being added to assist students in accessing specialty software remotely.   

 

Q:  How do I reserve instructional computing classroom space? 

A: Continue to use the campus 25 Live system to request reservations for classrooms and conference 
rooms managed by CAS Computing Center.  

 

Q: Can I access the wide format and specialty printers in CAS Computing Center in Gambrell Hall? 

A:  Please contact David Mullaney at mullaney@sc.edu to make arrangements for printing or other 
specialty services. 

 

Q: Will lecture capture be available in the classrooms this fall? 

A: Division of IT is upgrading 450 classrooms with webcams for live-streaming and lecture capture. 
Blackboard Collaborate is a real-time video conferencing tool that lets you add files, share applications, 
and use a virtual whiteboard to interact with students. Collaborate opens in your browser, so you don't 
have to launch other software.  Contact DoIT Service Desk to access the Blackboard Support Center at 
803-777-1800.  They can assistance with setting up and using Blackboard and Bb Collaborate. 
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